COPYRIGHT CONSTRAINTS
(if you plan to show copyrighted multimedia during your BIOEN 509 seminar)

The Education at a Distance for Growth and Excellence (EDGE) Office (who records the BIOEN 509 Weekly Seminars on Bioengineering and then provides the content online) has asked us to inform the BIOEN 509 speakers scheduled this quarter of the following copyright constraints for videotapes shown by the speaker as part of their presentation:

EDGE must have written permission from the copyright holder of the copyrighted multimedia (videotape, dvd, etc.) in order to reproduce or broadcast the material. Each BIOEN 509 seminar is recorded and then available on EDGE’s website (http://www.engr.washington.edu/EDGE/).

If the multimedia being used for the presentation is produced by the presenter or from the company being represented, the Release and Authorization to Record Form represents the written permission. Material produced by the University of Washington does not require written permission from the copyright holder.

If there are any objections to these copyright constraints, EDGE will not record or broadcast the material.